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Innate immunity to viruses involves receptors such as RIG-I, which senses viral
RNA and triggers a signalling pathway involving the outer mitochondrial
membrane protein MAVS. Recent work has identified that NLRX1, a member
of another class of innate immune receptors, sequesters MAVS away from
RIG-I and thereby prevents mitochondrial anti-viral immunity.Luke A.J. O’Neill
The illumination of the molecular basis
of innate immunity continues apace,
with new components and regulatory
processes being uncovered by
immunologists interested in the
initiation of the host defence response
to pathogens. Several families of
receptors have been identified that
sense microbial products or the
products of inflamed or damaged cells.
These receptors engage with specific
signalling pathways that lead to the
increased expression of genes
encoding proteins that elicit the
effector responses of immunity and
inflammation. Not only does innate
immunity trigger the immediate host
defences needed to limit pathogens,
but it also instructs adaptive immunity
such that, when the pathogen is
encountered again, the memory
response to the pathogen is invoked.
Amongst the best characterised
receptors in innate immunity are the
Toll-like receptors (TLRs), NOD-like
receptors (NLRs) and RIG-I-like
receptors (RLRs) [1]. The TLRs are
transmembrane proteins that act either
at the plasma membrane or at
endosomal membranes, triggering
signalling pathways via specific
adaptor proteins that ultimately lead to
the activation of the key immune
transcription factor NF-kB [2]. A range
of different TLRs are involved in the
responses to bacteria, viruses, fungi
and parasites. NLR family members are
cytosolic and, like TLRs, contain
leucine-rich repeats (LRRs) [3]. Two of
the NLRs (NOD1 and NOD2) sense
bacterial products and activate NF-kB.
Others, however, are key constituents
of so-called inflammasomes, which
regulate caspase-1 activity and
consequently the production of the
mature form of the inflammatory
cytokine IL-1b. Inflammasomes have
been shown to be activated by
bacterial products or factors released
from damaged cells [4]. A key memberof the RLR family is RIG-I, which senses
viral RNA in the cytosol [5]. RIG-I
signals via a protein termed
mitochondrial antiviral signalling
adaptor (MAVS), which as the name
suggests is found in the outer
mitochondrial membrane [6]. MAVS
interacts with a kinase termed TBK-1,
leading to activation of the
transcription factor IRF3, which in
turn leads to increased production
of type I interferons, such as IFNb.
Mitochondria are therefore
unexpectedly important for antiviral
immunity, acting as assembly points
for signalling complexes. A recent
study published in Nature by Moore
et al. [7] now reports the identification
of another NLR termed NLRX1. This
protein, however, unlike the NLRs with
known functions, is mitochondrial and
appears to act as a negative regulator
of RIG-I, acting to sequester MAVS and
prevent RIG-I signalling. This finding
represents an important advance as it
demonstrates that signalling by one
innate receptor family member
important for anti-viral defence — the
RLR RIG-I — is limited by another — the
NLR NLRX1 — via a novel mechanism
at the mitochondrial outer membrane.
The study by Moore et al. [7] began
with a bioinformatic analysis of NLRs,
which identified NLRX1 as a new
NLR family member. NLRX1 contains
carboxy-terminal LRRs and also
a nucleotide-binding domain (NBD)
characteristic of the family. Intriguingly,
the amino terminus also contained
a mitochondrial-targeting sequence,
the first NLR shown to have this feature.
Subcellular fractionation revealed that
NLRX1 was found exclusively in the
mitochondrial fraction, specifically in
the mitochondrial outer membrane.
Deletion of the amino-terminal
mitochondrial-targeting sequence
resulted in loss of mitochondrial
localisation. The authors then
addressed whether NLRX1 would
interact with MAVS, given that MAVS
also localises to the mitochondrialouter membrane and is involved in
innate signalling during the anti-viral
response. Co-immunoprecipitation
studies demonstrated an interaction
between the two proteins. The question
then arose regarding whether NLRX1
would participate in anti-viral
signalling. Here the authors tested the
effect of overexpression of NLRX1,
finding that NLRX1 could inhibit RIG-I
signalling induced by either synthetic
ligands for RIG-I or viruses such as
Sendai or Sindis, the detection of which
critically involves RIG-I and MAVS.
Key evidence here included the
potentiating effect of siRNA-mediated
knockdown of NLRX1 on IFNb
induction by the viruses. Finally, it was
shown that NLRX1 overexpression
could interfere with the enhanced
interaction between RIG-I and MAVS
observed in response to Sendai virus
infection. Taken together, the data
indicated that NLRX1 negatively
regulates MAVS-mediated antiviral
responses, via the inhibition of the
virus-induced RIG-I–MAVS
interactions. NLRX1 therefore acts to
sequester MAVS and prevent
downstream anti-viral signalling
emanating from the mitochondria
via MAVS.
The original observation that MAVS is
found only in the outer mitochondrial
membrane has intrigued investigators
working in the area of innate sensing
of viruses. What might the function of
this localisation be? Do mitochondria
participate directly somehow in
anti-viral signalling, in a manner
somehow akin to the release of
cytochrome c to trigger apoptosis?
This new work by Moore et al. [7]
throws some light on this question.
The mitochondrial membrane might
provide a convenient surface on which
anti-viral signalling complexes are
assembled and activated. NLRX1
enters this complex and somehow
prevents MAVS activation by RIG-I,
most probably by removing MAVS from
the complex (Figure 1). Precisely how
NLRX1 is regulated is, however, not yet
known. Is NLXR1 in the RIG-I–MAVS
complex prior to RIG-I-mediated
recognition of viral RNA and then
displaced? Or is it somehow modified
during RIG-I signalling such that it
can compete for MAVS and limit the
signal? Might viruses induce NLRX1
to block RIG-I signalling, as yet another
mechanism to evade the host innate
immune response?
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Figure 1. Sequestration of MAVS by NLRX1 during mitochondrial anti-viral immunity.
(A) Viral RNA (for example, from Sendai virus) is sensed by RIG-I, which engages with the mitochondrial outer membrane protein MAVS that
via TBK-1 activates the transcription factor IRF3. IFNb gene expression is thereby activated, leading to an anti-viral response. (B) Another
mitochondrial outer membrane protein, NLRX1, can sequester MAVS and prevent its association with RIG-I, thereby blocking the signalling
pathway. The mitochondrial outer membrane is therefore acting as a surface on which signalling can occur or, when NLRX1 is present, be
inhibited [7]. The mechanism of regulation of NLRX1 is not yet known.Given what we know about the TLRs,
it is not surprising to observe signalling
organised from a membrane. In the
case of TLR2 and TLR4, signalling
occurs via adaptors associated with
the plasma membrane. The adaptor
Mal is used by TLR2 and TLR4 and
has a phosphatidylinositol
4,5-bisphosphate binding domain that
is required for its localisation to the
plasma membrane [8]. Similarly, the
adaptor TRAM, which is involved in
TLR4 signalling, is myristoylated and
thereby localises to the plasma
membrane [9]. TLRs that act from
endosomes — such as TLR9 — rapidly
recruit MyD88 to the endosomal
membrane [10]. It therefore seems
that membranes, either the plasma
membrane, the endosomal membrane
or the mitochondrial membrane, are
important for the spatial organisation of
the formation of complexes between
various innate receptors and adaptors.
The ability of NLRX1 to sequester the
signalling adaptor MAVS also provides
a parallel with TLR signalling, where the
transmembrane protein ST2 can
sequester MyD88 and Mal away from
TLR4 [11]. A final important parallel can
be seen in the plant kingdom. The
Arabidopsis NLR-like protein RPM2 is
a key sensor of infectious agents, such
as Pseudomonas syringae, and bindsthe signalling protein RIN4, ‘guarding’ it
from activation [12] in an analogous
way to NLRX1 binding MAVS. It
therefore appears that the mechanism
of action of NLRX1 is shared by other
innate immune components, which is
unsurprising given the degree of
conservation in these systems across
species.
Apart from these intriguing insights
into the regulation of anti-viral
signalling, this recent study might also
indicate novel ways to limit the
sometimes fatal damage caused to the
host during viral infections, for
example, boosting the effects of
NLRX1 would limit such damage. In
marked contrast, however, it might
be possible to enhance anti-viral
responses either during infection or in
the context of anti-viral vaccines, by
reducing NLRX1 function.
Fundamental research into innate
immunity therefore continues to
provide fascinating insights into this
most important of biological
processes, as well as pointing the
way to possible new therapies for
diseases where the modulation of
innate signalling systems could be
beneficial.
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a Twist in the Abse
Mammalian hearing is boosted by mec
the outer hair cells which amplify the a
evidence indicates that the molecular
prestin, may do more than boogie.
Joseph Santos-Sacchi
About a half century ago, in
experiments on the mammalian inner
ear, Bekesy [1] observed acoustically
driven, frequency-tuned responses
of the basilar membrane, the
cochlear structure which bears the
sound-detecting organ of Corti. These
tuned responses underlie tonotopicity,
the mapping of characteristic
frequency onto anatomical space
throughout the auditory system.
Modern measurements have shown
that the peripheral auditory system
response — involving sequentially the
basilar membrane, hair cell and eighth
nerve fiber — is nonlinear with intensity,
at least at low intensities. Measures
of basilar membrane motion near
threshold are thus several orders of
magnitude larger than Bekesy’s atomic
scale estimates [2]. This nonlinear
response is the hallmark of cochlear
amplification, and is vulnerable to
metabolic insult. Metabolic lability
issues from the fragile outer hair cell,
one of two receptor cell types in the
inner ear.
The outer hair cell employs, as Gold’s
‘negative resistance’ hypothesis
predicted [3], voltage-driven
mechanical activity which helps
counter cochlear fluid viscosity, thus
enabling sharply tuned mechanical
responses [4–6]. The identification of
a unique motor protein [7], termed
prestin, which is found exclusively in
the outer hair cell, shed light on the
molecular basis of this amplificatory
process (Figure 1). As expected,
elimination of prestin by knocking out
its gene produced mice that were deaf,
despite having normal stereociliar
mechanisms [8,9], attesting to themaintains endotoxin tolerance. Nat. Immunol. 5,
373–379.
12. DeYoung, B.J., and Innes, R.W. (2006).
Plant NBS-LRR proteins in pathogen
sensing and host defense. Nat. Immunol.
7, 1243–1249.s: No Shout but
nce of Prestin
hanically active auditory receptor cells,
ctions of incoming sounds. Recent
motor that drives this amplification,
dominant role of prestin in mammalian
cochlear amplification.
In all experiments to date in which
normal outer hair cell function or
specifically prestin function has been
compromised, physiological measures
have shown broadened frequency
tuning, shifts in characteristic
frequency to lower frequencies, and
loss in auditory sensitivity. These
experiments include studies that have
also measured basilar membrane
motion [10–12]. But the first
measurements of basilar membrane
tuning in prestin knockout mice,
reported recently in Current Biology
[13], have shown the story is more
complex than suspected.
Mellado Lagarde et al. [13] observed
that the effect on the peripheral
auditory system was different when
prestin was silenced by interfering with
its function, for example with salicylate
or anoxia, compared to when it was
molecularly absent from the outer hair
cell, as in the knockout mouse. In the
former case, the sensitivity of both
basilar membrane motion and eighth
nerve activity are compromised,
whereas in the latter case basilar
membrane sensitivity is maintained,
albeit at a shifted characteristic
frequency with poor tuning, but eighth
nerve activity is devastated. This is
an interesting finding, as basilar
membrane motions and eighth nerve
fiber activity are expected to show
a tight correspondence, at least in the
characteristic frequency region [14].
The authors rightly point out that the
dichotomy in response sensitivities
between nerve and basilar membrane
in the knockout mouse highlights the
critical link between basilar membrane
motion and inner hair cell stereociliarSchool of Biochemistry and Immunology,
Trinity College Dublin, Ireland.
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DOI: 10.1016/j.cub.2008.02.021shear, the drive for forward
transduction and auditory sensation
[15]. The inner hair cell is the other
purely sensory cell that synapses with
the majority of eighth nerve afferents.
The paper [13] thus presents two
interesting findings on the knockout
mouse: first, that basilar membrane
responses appear as acoustically
sensitive as normal; and second, that
despite the high sensitivity, coupling
between basilar membrane and inner
hair cell is lost. How can the absence of
prestin do this?
We must revisit the effects of the
prestin knockout on the outer hair cell
itself. It is well know that prestin
influences the static and dynamic
mechanical properties of the outer
hair cell [5,16–18]. There are several
million prestin molecules within an
outer hair cell membrane [19], and
the absence of molecules reduces
the membrane surface area and
produces shorter cells [9]. This, in
turn, affects the cell’s mechanical
properties. Cell stiffness also relies
directly on the activity of prestin in
the membrane ([17], but see [20]),
possibly through cytoskeletal
interactions. Collectively, these
changes could alter cochlear partition
impedance and account for the
observed shifts in best frequency
in the passive basilar membrane of
the knockout mice; but can they
account for the apparent increase in
basilar membrane motion over
that found in anoxic animals with
normal prestin? Can a simple change
in basilar membrane impedance
and resonance overcome viscous
damping effects? Or perhaps
prestin did not evolve to overcome
viscous damping.
Consider this evolutionary scenario
that might help us understand the
data. A passive cochlear with outer hair
cells lacking prestin will have basilar
membrane motion that we consider
sensitive, but really it is just how things
work in the presence of normal viscous
damping. In this case, tuning at the
passive characteristic frequency and
coupling between basilar membrane
